MDCT of the liver and hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas: optimizing scan delays for bolus-tracking techniques of hepatic arterial and portal venous phases.
The purpose of our study was to determine the optimal scan delays required for hepatic arterial and portal venous phase imaging and for the detection of hypervascular hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs) in contrast-enhanced MDCT of the liver using a bolus-tracking program. CT images (2.5-mm collimation, 5-mm thickness with no intersectional gap) detected an increase in the CT value of 50 H in the lower thoracic aorta. The images were obtained after an IV bolus injection of 2 mL/kg of nonionic iodine contrast material (300 mg I/mL) at 4 mL/s in 171 patients, who were prospectively randomized into three groups with scans commencing at 5, 20, and 45 seconds; 10, 25, and 50 seconds; and 15, 30, and 55 seconds for the first (acquisition time: 4.3 seconds), second (4.3 seconds), and third (9.1 seconds) phases, respectively, after a bolus-tracking program. CT values of the aorta, spleen, proximal portal veins, liver parenchyma, and hepatic veins were measured. Increases in CT values from unenhanced to contrast-enhanced CT were assessed using a contrast enhancement index (CEI). Spleen-to-liver and HCC-to-liver contrasts were also assessed. A qualitative degree of contrast enhancement in each organ was prospectively assessed by two independent radiologists. At 10-15 seconds, the CEI of the aorta reached 300-336 H and that of the spleen reached 97-108 H without significant enhancement of liver parenchyma (15-25 H). The CEI of the proximal portal veins moderately increased (75-104 H) at 10-15 seconds, but no significant enhancement of hepatic veins was observed (24-51 H). The CEI of liver parenchyma peaked (59-63 H) at 45-55 seconds, when the CEIs of the aorta (117-125 H) and spleen (73-82 H) decreased. Spleen-to-liver contrast (81-84 H) was highest at 10-20 seconds and HCC-to-liver contrast (39-44 H) was highest at 10-15 seconds. The qualitative results correlated well with quantitative results. The optimal scan delays for hepatic arterial and portal venous phases after the bolus-tracking program detected threshold enhancement by 50 H in the lower thoracic aorta for the detection of hypervascular HCCs were 10-15 and 45-55 seconds, respectively.